
TV Aerials Oldham 
TV Aerials Oldham are on hand daily to receive your calls and help with your issues. Our staff work tirelessly to ensure a friendly, informative
service. Don’t hesitate to call and we will book you an appointment. TV Aerials Oldham provide Aerial, Phone Line and CCTV installations, repairs
as well as WIFI and multi-room services, just to name a few.

Contact TV Aerials Oldham today on 01706892239

Or direct on the mobile: 07860244274

TV Aerials Oldham offer our services at competitive prices, we use only the most current equipment and keep up to date with all new products that
are on the market. Our 5-star reviews reflect the importance of excellent customer service and our whole team pride themselves in giving 100% to
every client. We also install HD (Cat5 and Cat6) points for the ever popular smart TV’s and audio systems.
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TV Aerial Repairs Oldham

There are many things that could cause your television aerial to break and the best thing to do is let TV Aerials Oldham test it with a meter. But,
some of the most common factors include strong winds, corrosion of the bracket resulting in it snapping or the aerial falling from the pole.
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All these factors would clearly affect the reception on your television. The incorrect aerial will also cause you to have poor reception and pixelation, if
you live in an area of weak reception and had a standard 32 element aerial installed then you would most definitely experience problems. If you
have an aerial poorly installed then your viewing experience would be affected.

TV Aerials Oldham employs professional engineers who would always aim to provide a first-class installation and the best quality reception. Other
factors that may affect your television aerial include faulty coax, amplifiers, splitters or connections. Sometimes it could be something as simple as
the wind that has blown the aerial out of alignment. Heavy rain can also cause interference. TV Aerials Oldham are here to help and we are only a
phone call away

TV Aerials Best For Oldham

When choosing an aerial it is important to consider several factors. Firstly, TV Aerials Oldham would ask you to consider where the nearest
transmitter is situated in relation to where you live, the further away your home is the weaker the signal will be. This will determine which aerial
would be most suitable for your property. One of the simplest indicators of how good your signal will be would be is to check the position and type of
aerial that your neighbours have.

Sometimes when the neighbouring aerials point in several different directions it can be an indication that the signal is poor. Also, TV Aerials Oldham
finds that the type of aerial installed will affect signal strength too. In good signal areas, a standard aerial will be sufficient, poor signal areas will have
High Gain aerials installed. The two aerials look completely different.

Logger and 32 element aerials are the most common types used to support digital Freeview and HD televisions. TV Aerials Oldham would
recommend installing a 52 element aerial when connecting multiple rooms throughout the house, anything less wouldn’t have the strength to support
so many rooms. Obviously the aerial would cost more, however, it is more cost-effective than adding an amplifier to the system. Learn More about
different TV Aerials.
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Indoor TV Aerial in Oldham
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If for whatever reason you are unable to install a rooftop aerial, TV Aerials Oldham would suggest purchasing an indoor aerial as this may be your
only option. An indoor aerial will only be effective if you have a transmitter close enough to your property to supply a good enough signal.  Ideally, TV
Aerials Oldham feels you will need to live within 10 -15 miles of the transmitter to receive good reception. If you have an omnidirectional aerial you
won’t need to align this as it will adjust itself accordingly.

It is simple enough to identify where your nearest transmitter is, search the Digital UK Postcode checker. Several factors also effect how well an
indoor aerial would work. As already mentioned by TV Aerials Oldham, being near enough to the transmitter, also the size of the buildings that
surround your property or any large trees that grow nearby. All these will be factors in the quality of the received signal.

Indoor TV Aerials have many different designs, shapes and qualities. More current designs have built in amplifiers to maximize the signal, within a
weaker reception area. The indoor aerial will need to be plugged directly into the back of the television or the set-top box. The aerial will need to be
positioned in the best place to receive the optimum signal. If you would like any further advice from our team at TV Aerials Oldham, please call and
we will be more than happy to help and advise.

Loft TV Aerial Oldham

Do Loft aerials work in Oldham? It does depend on the reception as Oldham have good and bad areas so its hard to say.  However,  TV Aerials
Oldham are being booked to install aerials into lofts more frequently than ever. Most new build properties now have all their coaxial cables running
from each room up into the attic or loft space.

Quite often TV Aerials Oldham would advise installing a High Gain aerial in order to receive optimum signal strength. In some cases, an amplifier will
also be necessary. For example, if you were close to the relay and was installing into more than one room Oldham Aerials would install an amplifier
so that we can keep above 50db to each room.

The engineer will carry out tests within the loft space to determine the best place to situate the aerial if it’s possible to do so. But TV Aerials Oldham
can safely say that if the loft is foil lined then an aerial will not work. Also in some old properties, the roof thickness would not be suitable to place the
aerial in there. Installing the aerial within the loft space will prevent the aerial from becoming weather-worn or being blown out of alignment in strong
gales.
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Oldham Freeview Aerials 
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Several areas of Oldham are well known for their poor TV aerial reception especially if your down in the valley. Many properties opt for a
Satellite Dish installation as these do work better within these poor signal areas unless they are surrounded by trees.

However, for the customers that prefer to receive Freeview through an aerial, TV Aerials Oldham will install a High Gain aerial as this would
be the best option. Unix 52 or at least a 32 element Wolseley aerial is advised. Although these are slightly more expensive they are more
cost-effective in the long run. 52 – 72 Element aerials do ensure the best reception.

The Antenna would-be erected by TV Aerials Oldham, onto the roof or chimney where the reception is strongest, an Aerial installation
comprises of the supply and fitting of the aerial, coaxial cable, bracket, lashing kit and very often, in poor reception areas a 10 to 12 ft pole
is advised to raise the aerial even higher.

Freesat Installation Oldham

Is Freesat the best option for Oldham?  TV Aerials Oldham would suggest that there are defiantly areas that would benefit from Freesat such as
Todmorden as they have bad Freeview areas.  Oldham Aerials can connect your existing Sky dish to Freesat and you can watch over 200 Freesat
channels free of charge as well as record and use the catch-up facility.  All you need to do is connect a Freesat box to your dish.

Sky packages have hefty monthly subscriptions and a large number of the channels are actually free with a Freesat box.  If your property already
has a satellite dish TV Aerials Oldham can simply switch it for you. Freesat is a contract-free alternative to Sky that provides more channels than
standard Freeview.

Many Freesat boxes also have Netflix and YouTube Apps as well as catch-up from the BBC. Obviously, you would need to be connected to the
internet to receive these features. Freesat is perfect if you live within a poor reception area.  Call TV Aerials Oldham today for more information or to
book an appointment
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TV Wall Mounting Oldham
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Would your TV be better for family viewing mounted onto the wall? TV Aerials Oldham supply, fit and install only the latest equipment available. Our
office staff are on hand to take your calls and book an appointment for you. Watching television after a long day at work has been a massive part of
life for generations, with the television set being an integral part of most living rooms. Where you install your television is an important part of your
viewing experience.

Also, TV Aerials Oldham can discuss and advise our customers which brackets to use and where to install them for the best viewing. TV Wall
Brackets come in a variety of styles and sizes, most homes have a big television in their main family area and these are most suited to flat/fixed wall
brackets. A smaller television can be hung on a tilt bracket or an extending arm bracket.

TV Wall Mounting by TV Aerials Oldham guarantee a professional, secure wall bracket installation, regardless of wall type, TV Wall Mounting
Oldham have the right fixtures and fittings to suit all. Call TV Wall Mounting Oldham today for more information on 01706892239.

TV Aerial Cable Oldham

The quality of the cable that is used when installing an aerial is equally as important as the aerial itself.  TV Aerials Oldham supply, fit and install the
three most current coax cables on the market. These cables are more commonly referred to as RG59/U, RG6/U and RG11/U.

The RG59/U cabling is best suited to basic analogue television feeds within the home, it is made from copper central conductors and ideally is used
when terminating the ends with F-Type connectors. Not to mention, this coax can also be used with simple CCTV installations that only require a
short length.

RG6/U cabling is used for distributing Satellite systems within homes and businesses, furthermore it is also used for aerial cabling within
apartments. Under British standards this coax cable is the minimum requirement for aerial cabling.

TV Aerials Oldham have found that when installing large distribution setups, forming the backbone of a TV or Satellite system RG11/U coax is
essential for a professional installation.  Call TV Aerials Oldham for any aerial or cabling related advise or to book an installation with one of our
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reliable engineers
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Satellite Dish Installers Oldham
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In the light of our multicultural society, TV Aerials Oldham are also trained to provide Satellite systems that receive foreign programs. Hotbird,
Eurotel and Astra broadcast Bulgarian, Polish, French, Spanish, Russian, Italian, German, Arabic Albanian and Romanian channels. Simply inform
the office staff what system you require and we will send one of our experienced engineers out to you.

We can also align satellite dishes to receive Turkish Channels via Turksat and Digiturk and we have also helped Greek customers receive channels
through Hellas Sat.

Simply contact TV Aerials Oldham for help with any satellite Installations. An appointment will be made at your convenience and the engineers will
call you directly on the day when they are 20/30 minutes away. A simple Satellite Dish Installation takes roughly one hour.

The install includes the supply, fit and installation of the dish and cabling, connecting up the satellite box and alignment and tuning of the dish to
receive the desired channels. Once everything is set up the engineer will provide a brief explanation of how to us it.

How much does an aerial installation cost in Oldham?

We often get asked how much an aerial installation costs, however, TV Aerials Oldham offer a variety of services, these include Aerial and
Satellite repair and installations, Phone Line and Wi-Fi repair and installations, as well as CCTV System installs. We also offer Sonos
Sound system installations and multi room facilities. If you need any of these services please don’t hesitate to contact us, we are available
Monday to Saturday every week.

Once an initial booking has been made with one of Oldham Aerials office staff an engineer will attend your property and investigate what
you need.The engineer will offer a quote and if you are happy for him to carry out the work, it will be completed on that same day.

The cost of an Antenna will depend on the type of aerial that your property will require. For customers wanting multiple rooms connecting
the engineers at TV Aerials Oldham would always recommend a HG10 Aerial to supply the additional rooms sufficiently. Without an
adequate aerial an amplifier or booster would be required.
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Show 10  entries Search:

Showing 1 to 7 of 7 entries

Worksop 52 Element TV Aerial £179 + Vat

Sheffield 32 Element Aerial £139+ Vat

Dronfield 15 Element Aerial £99+ Vat

Hope Valley 20 Element Aerial £119+ Vat

Chesterfield 15 Element Aerial £99+ Vat

Rotherham 32 Element Aerial £139+ Vat

Mexborough 52 Element TV Aerial £179 + Vat

Barnsley 20 Element Aerial £119+ Vat

Area  Aerial Needed  Price 

Previous Next 
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TV Aerials Oldham, we can help you
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Check out TV Aerials Oldham on our You Tube Video. We are continually updating our services and training our staff to provide the most current
products on the market. Twenty years of experience means nothing if we don’t aspire to continually improve what services we offer. Continued
training is essential. The engineers continually work hard to maintain our 5-star reviews and first class customer services.

Whatever, TV Aerials Oldham are only a phone call away, happy to attend your property. our customers require our engineers can deal with a vast
array of repairs and installations, Initially we started out installing Aerials and extensions before expanding to TV Wall Bracket mounting, Phone Line
services, creating bespoke Sound Systems as well as ensuring your homes and businesses are secure with our CCTV System Installation Services.

We will attend residential homes as well as businesses. Did you know TV Aerials Oldham continue to offer a wide variety of services without it
costing the world. TV Aerials Oldham use the best equipment on the market and we have something to suit every budget. Most recently 4K
televisions are becoming ever more popular and TV Aerials Oldham can help create the best TV experience for your home and family. Learn More
Here Now.

Magic Eye Installation Oldham

What is a Magic eye? simple this is a infrared transmitter and goes back to a receiver allowing viewing from another room.  TV Aerials Oldham also
offer Magic Eye Installations. The magic eye is a link device that enables customers to watch freesat or sky in other rooms, other than where the
main box is situated. This can be done on analogue or HD Digital channels.

Multiple eyes can be connected so you can install magic eyes into every room, We would do this using a global amplifier or a distribution amp that
as IR bypass. The signal to the other rooms is sent through the cabling from the satellite. This is fantastic for when when your in the kitchen or in
bed and dont need a second box.

The only negative is that the TV channels can only be changed via the main box, meaning the additional rooms can only watch what is showing on
the main TV set. But if there is only you and your partner it is perfect. For more information, call TV Aerials Oldham staff and engineers are more
than happy to assist.
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TV Aerial Booster Oldham

The installation of Boosters or Amplifiers enable customers to increase their signal received through the aerial.
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After installing an aerial the TV Aerials Oldham engineer will test the signal strength using his meter. If the signal falls below the recommended level,
an amplifier will be installed to prevent pixelation.

On larger television systems masthead or distribution amps are installed to increase signal throughout the property. If these type of distribution
amplifiers aren’t installed correctly they can pick up radio interference.

TV Aerials Oldham would always recommend a professional engineer to come out and advise our customers. Incorrect installation can cause
problems for televisions, as well as mobile phones and radio comms systems.

Amplifiers can be concealed discreetly within the roof cavity. Masthead amplifiers are most commonly attached to the aerial pole with a cable coming
from the box and another lead running to the television within the property. They are quite simple and don’t affect the aesthetics of the property.

Best TV Aerial Connectors Oldham

A variety of cabling connectors are used by TV Aerials Oldham. Moreover, the quality of the cabling and connectors drastically affects the
performance of the signal to your televisions.

One of the male connectors that we use simply twist and fit onto the coax cable, these are the most simple and modern connectors as they don’t
require any equipment to fit.

The alternative would be to use a UHF connector which uses a sprung, tooth like clamp that the cabling is inserted onto.

Once the core is exposed the cable is inserted and the collar tightened. The coax is terminated and performance is improved.

For CATV, SATV and Digital TV, F-Type coax connectors are used alongside RG6 and RG11 cabling, and although twist and fix connectors are also
available TV Aerials Oldham believe that the crimp connectors, terminated using crimping tools produce the better connection.
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Caravan TV Aerials Oldham

Within the trade a High Gain aerial is known as a Diginova. It is a 10 element yagui-type UHF aerial that is watertight and UV resistant, ensuring it is
protected from the elements.

Once installed the aerial adapts itself to the received signal in the area, correcting any signal fluctuations and auto adjusting the output to enable an
optimum level for viewing. TV aerials Oldham install these types or aerials to caravan parks as well as static caravans.
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Due to how discreet the Diginova aerial is TV Aerials Oldham have also been booked to install it to facias and balconies at residential homes as well
as onto boats and barges. Engineers appreciate the simplicity of this aerial, easy to install, adjusting itself to receive optimum channels and it will
also adjust itself to any future channels.

TV Aerial Splitters Oldham

Can a TV Aerial be split into multiple rooms?  Well, TV Aerials Oldham are asked to install additional points around the house on a daily basis.
Connecting extra rooms to the existing aerial will require a splitter. A single aerial extension starts at £49+vat, this includes the supply, fit and
installation of the coax into the extra rooms and setting up the televisions. If a customer requires multiple rooms connecting the price is reduced with
each room, as long as they are carried out on the same day.

The most cost effective solution would be to have the additional points installed when you have the initial aerial installation. Call our office at TV
Aerials Oldham anytime and the staff will give you a quote over the phone. However the engineers will give you a definitive quote when they visit
your property as they will test the signal strength through their meters and inform you whether you will require an amplifier to boost the signal as
well. Adding extra points to an aerial weakens the signal strength.

The engineers at TV Aerials Oldham can also split sky leads and radio aerials. Ideally installing a High Gain Aerial would supply multiple rooms
without the use of an amplifier. This is the most cost effective way to supply multiple rooms.
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Oldham Smart TV Installation
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Smart TV has become the popular choice of many customers in recent months and our engineers can connect them to your internet and
set them up for you.  TV Aerials Oldham can install your smart televisions today.

Smart TV offers many additional programs as well as access to the internet and online apps. These features allow customers to use
internet settings through their television screen such as social media, games and browsing the web.

Media from mobile phones or laptops can also be streamed through the smart TV. If you have or are considering purchasing a Smart TV
please feel free to drop us a line, we are more than happy to help with any questions.

Please call us at TV Aerials Oldham if you require an installation or advise on accessing any of the apps, we can also help set up Netflix
and Amazon.  Contact us on 01706892239 

DAB Aerial Oldham

Which is the Best FM or DAB? This would depend on what it is your after, now DAB offers a wider range of channels but you can get most of them
on freeview but if you love the Old stereo and don’t want to upgrade then stick with FM. Furthermore, TV Aerials Oldham will install DAB Aerials onto
your property, we recommend that the aerial is fitted externally in order to receive the best signal.

Our engineer installs multi directional FM aerials which will receive both FM and DAB signal. The aerial will be aligned to the closest transmitter to
your property. Our engineers only install the latest DAB aerials on the market, our prices are competitive and our aim is to provide the best customer
service.

All engineers are trained and accredited and have years of experience. This will allow peace of mind for our customers who will receive the best
installation possible. Learn More about FM and DAB aerial Installations
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TV Aerials Oldham Signal Level
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Outdoor TV Aerials in Oldham

Indoor TV Aerials in Oldham

Loft Aerials that work in Oldham area

TV Aerial Cables for Oldham installers

TV Aerial Sockets Replaced and Repaired

The best TV Aerial Connectors 

Smart TV Installation

OLDHAM HEYWOOD TODMORDEN ROCHDALE LITTLEBOROUGH
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TV Aerial For Freeview

Best TV Aerial for Oldham area

Sonos system repairs and installations

Soundbar and surround sound

Fibre Optic Cabling Oldham

With years of experience TV Aerials Oldham in the installation of fibre optic cabling.

If you require an installation or any advise with any issues associated with fibre optics, then call us and we can book for one of our engineers to
come out and offer his help and advise.

The full range of fibre optic services include the installation of the cabling, splicing or simple fibre optic tests.

Our certified engineers are trained to splice your network cables. Learn More about Fibre splicing services.

TV Aerial Oldham engineers can advise and design a bespoke system to meet your individual requirements.

We have installed fibre optics to many different sites, these include homes, schools, apartment blocks, offices, businesses and industrial properties.
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CAT5 Ethernet Cable Oldham
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Do you require a communication systems within a home or business premise? TV Aerials Oldham can advise, design and install one for you.

Our team are trained to install turnkey Cat5, Cat6 and Fibre Optic Data Cables. Give our office staff a ring and they can provide you with information
about the variety of services on offer.

The engineers will visit you and discuss all the options available to create your own bespoke comms system.

A quote will be provided and all installations include a 12 month warranty, guaranteeing peace of mind.

Each system will be tailored to both your property as well as your budget.

Cat5/Cat6 cabling is now the backbone of all modern business systems. TV Aerials Oldham can install the communication system or just investigate
and repair an existing one.

We pride ourselves on excellent customer satisfaction, our online reviews reflect the professionalism of the engineers. We hope you take a moment
to read through them.

CCTV Installation Oldham

For the best advice and guidance when it comes to creating a CCTV system to suit your individual property, TV Aerials Oldham can design a
bespoke system just for you. Our highly skilled engineers will supply, fit and install the camera system of your choice. You only have to read through
our customer reviews to understand how committed and professional they are when it comes to carrying out a 1st class installation.

The first step is to call our office and arrange for one of our dedicated engineers to come out and provide a free site survey and quote. The
engineers will discuss the various camera systems and the costs and they can provide demonstrations on their phones to enable you to appreciate
the quality of the the CCTV footage.
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All the systems that we install can be accessed via mobile phones or other devices. Using only Hikvision and Qviz equipment we at TV Aerials
Oldham believe these are the best on the market. All the installations carry a 12 month warranty and a 2 year manufacturers warranty also comes
with the equipment.

CCTV can be a massive deterrent from crime or theft whether it be in a residential home or a business. Having a system installed may prevent you
being a victim of crime and save you a lot of financial burden.
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Burglar Alarm Oldham

Are you considering securing your home or business?  TV Aerials Oldham understand the importance of security for our customers. We are aware
that within today’s society crime continues to rise and the public are now opting for CCTV and alarm systems to deter criminal activity happening to
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their properties.

CCTV and alarm systems have become more popular and the variety of equipment has become more accessible to the public, there are now
systems available to suit every budget. TV Aerials Oldham provide the best possible systems on the market and all our installations come with a 12
month warranty.

TV Aerials Oldham continually update our engineers knowledge, through training, ensuring we can provide our customers with the most current
services, equipment and systems. We can design and install security systems for residential properties as well as businesses premises.

Preferring to offer Hikvision and Qviz alarm and CCTV security systems, both of these can be monitored via an app so that you can check on your
properties from wherever you are. Call our team today for advice on creating a bespoke system to suit your requirements 01706892239

Communal Aerial and Satellite Systems in Oldham

For over twenty five years TV Aerials Oldham have been designing and installing communal Aerial and Satellite systems within care homes,
apartment blocks,schools and hotels.

The systems that we supply can receive terrestrial digital television or SkyQ, we can also set up systems that receive foreign satellite channels.

Over recent years, as CCTV systems have become more popular we have noticed a massive increase in the demand, we design, install and set up
communal security systems.

Communal systems are far more complicated than a standard residential Aerial or Satellite dish installation.  The entire system must be developed
to supply multiple televisions from the one system.

Each room, apartment or block must receive a perfect signal, therefore planning and preparation before the installation goes ahead is essential.

If you require anymore information on the installation of a Communal System contact us on 01706892239
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WIFI Installation in Oldham
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Are you considering Wi-Fi installation within a home or  businesses?  TV Aerials Oldham can guarantee our qualified and experienced engineers will
install a wireless system or simply boost the Wifi around your premises, providing a 1st class service. We offer reasonable rates to meet all budgets
and we also provide repairs or maintenance to existing systems.

Once you have made an appointment the engineer will attend your property and discuss your requirements, together you can decide whether you
want a wireless system or the installation of Cat5 cabling. The engineer will explain the various options for ensuring the best signal through the
premises, often this requires combining both cabling and wireless.

The wireless system are referred to as Mesh Systems and this would always be recommended as they are the best for businesses as well as
residential homes, especially as many family homes now require Wi-Fi in every room. We also supply and install access points around the property
to enable Wifi on each floor or you could choose to assign alternative SSID to separate the network.

Oldham’s Wireless CCTV Door Bell Installations

Doorbell installations have recently been introduced to our list of services at TV Aerials Oldham . The doorbells we supply can be answered through
your mobile phone regardless of where you are.

These wireless doorbells also have a plug in chime to be situated within the home or property as well as receiving alerts via your mobile phone.

The doorbells start at £199+vat supplied, fitted and installed and they also enable you to speak to the person at your door through your mobile
phone app.

If a parcel arrives it is easy to give instructions to the delivery company on where to leave it. The door bell also has motion detection and will also let
you know when someone is in the garden.

Once an appointment has been booked our engineers will call to your property to demonstrate exactly how the doorbell works.

They can then install yours on the day or return at a later date. Call the office direct today on 07850636902
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Home Theatre System Installations Oldham

Here at TV Aerials Oldham we work alongside our customers to create the best Home Cinema systems for your premises. When building a system
for your home you will require projectors, sound systems, receivers and amplifiers to replicate the complete cinema experience.

With over twenty year of experience installing home cinema systems we can help and advise on the most suitable ones for you. We have created
Home Cinemas in cellars, lofts, and out buildings. Whatever your budget we can suggest a system to suit you.
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We offer twelve months warranty on all our installations and we can continue to service the system for as long as you desire. For more information
or to book an appointment, call the office today

HDMI Multiroom Distribution

Using a 1Gb network and Cat5/6 cabling TV Aerials Oldham can construct a 4K or 1080p HDMI matrix system of any size for our customers.

The experienced engineers install the systems within both residential and business premises.

Once the initial system is constructed within the property, be it residential or commercial, extra screens and sources can be added in the future.

The engineers can also install both inputs and outputs if required. HDTV distribution of 4K, video over IP and HDMI can be set up to create AV
integration.

TV Aerials Oldham are continually re-training to keep up to date with the most current distribution equipment on the market.

For advise and information on anything concerning distribution systems please call today and we will be happy to help

Contact us today on 01706892239
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Oldham Telephone Repairs 
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As an independent company we at TV Aerials Oldham are also able to offer telephone and Wifi services without the long waiting times and large
costs of some of the well known providers

We can attend telephone line faults and installations, install additional extension lines, install new sockets or repair existing ones, repair internet and
broadband faults, as well as any maintenance work that may be required.

Our independent engineers will visit you, discuss what is required, offer a price and if you would like the work carried out they can do it the same
day.

We pride ourselves on excellent customer service and keeping our costs down, therefore there are no hourly charges or expensive bills.

All work will be carried out on the visit and our engineers will always try to suggest a solution to any issues.

They also test and improve your internet speed and all our installations, additional extensions or sockets can be installed at half the cost of BT.

Call us today to discuss your requirements

Sonos Installations Oldham

Sonos System installation and repair have now been added to our list of service provisions at TV Aerials Oldham, our engineers will visit your home
or place of work to discuss and design a Sonos system that will be perfect for you.

The engineers can advise which systems will suit your property as well as your budget.

Most customers choose to transform part of their home into their very own cinema room, however we are frequently being asked to deliver Sonos
connect services, such as home automation connection through touch screen interfaces and smart technology within business and commercial
properties
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This technology allows you to control your homes and businesses regardless of where you are.

We can also install audio, streaming music through the property. Sonos is a wireless music system that can be installed throughout your property
into all rooms or simply into one.

Whatever your want installing into your home or business our engineers can help and advise every step of the way
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Sound Bar Installation Oldham

Most homes don’t have the space to accommodate a full cinema system, therefore most families opt for a sound bar installation.
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In recent months TV Aerials Oldham have received an increasing number of customers booking for a sound bar installation at their property.

A soundbar is simply connected to the audio outputs on your television, making it an easy addition to your system.

A good sound bar should come complete with wireless sub-woofers, blue tooth music streaming, network access as well as optical and HDMI
connections.

Our engineers are happy to visit and advise on the various soundbars on the current market, its surprising how the addition of a soundbar makes
such a massive improvement to the sound quality.

Call today on 01706892239

Audiovisual Installations within Oldham

Do you require information on installing an audio and video system? TV Aerials Oldham can advise on everything you need to know when
considering this.

Whether you want to add a system to your home or a business premise our engineers will create a bespoke system that is perfect for your setting.

With many different options available our team at TV Aerials Oldham will help recommend what would be best for you. They will arrange a visit to
discuss all the options and provide a quote to suit your budget.

As well as installing the equipment the engineers can also enclose the cabling discreetly and demonstrate how the system works with everything
programmed to one remote control.

Take a moment to read through our reviews, our 5 star customer comments reinforce the professionalism of our engineers.
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Frequently Asked Questions at TV Aerials Oldham

TV Aerials Oldham are only a phone call away.  We offer a wide variety of services and we are more than happy to help and advise on any of them. 
Alternatively you could complete the contact form and we will get back in touch as soon as possible.  Free phone 08000132341
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 What is the difference between Freeview and Freesat in Oldham?

 Do you need a TV Aerial to watch Freeview in Oldham?

 Dont have a chimney or a gable end in Oldham?

 How do you check the TV Aerial cable connection in Oldham?

 How to Boost My Digital TV Signal in Oldham?

 Why Is My TV Breaking up in Oldham?

Areas Covered by TV Aerials Oldham

Oldham,  Ashton-under-Lyne, Heywood, Rochdale, Bacup, Todmorden, Littleborough

Chadderton, Higginshaw, Heyside, Royton, Shaw, Delph, Denshaw, Diggle, Dobcross, Greenfield, Uppermill, Austerlands, Grasscroft, Grotton, Lees,
Lydgate, Scouthead, Springhead, Waterhead, Mossley, Mossley Cross, Ashton-Under-Lyne, Bardsley, Westwood, Freehold, Heywood, Ashworth,
Balderstone, Castleton, Norden, Rochdale, Buckley, Facit, Great Howarth, Healy, Hurstead, Rochdale, Shawforth, Wardle, Whitworth, Bacup,
Britannia, Stacksteads, Littleborough, Shore, Smithybridge, Summit Burnedge, Firgrove, Hurstead, Milnrow, Rochdale, Smallbridge, Thornham.
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TV Aerials Oldham

Oldham Broadway Business Park, 
Broadgate, 
Oldham 
OL9 0JA 
01706892239 
07860244274 
adicommunications@outlook.com 
TV Aerials Oldham

Opening Hours: 
Monday to Saturday 8:00 AM – 6:00 PM

 TV Aerial Installations RSS FEED

CCTV camera installation cost
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Your Message 

SEND

Please Leave TV Aerials Oldham an Amazing Review
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Create your own review

TV Aerials Oldham

TV Aerials Oldham always aim to provide a first class service for all our clients. We want to leave all our customers feeling satisfied with our work,
right from the initial booking through to the completion of the job. In return, we ask that you write us a small review expressing your thoughts and
feelings about our company. It is your opinions that will encourage others to book with us. If you take a moment to scroll through the reviews it will

inspire you to add a few words yourself. Our staff members enjoy receiving all your feedback.
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Average rating:   125 reviews

Jun 10, 2019by Kieran Marshall on TV Aerials Oldham

Tv Aerial Installation

Great work lads really happy with the installation today 👍

Jun 10, 2019by Sam Dyer on TV Aerials Oldham

Smart Tv Installation

Thank you for installing my smart tv for my Netflix 😀

Jun 10, 2019by Lee Spires on TV Aerials Oldham

4 Camera System

Thank you for repairing my camera system gary excellent job mate

Jun 10, 2019by Ross Carter on TV Aerials Oldham

Tv Aerial Repair
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Tv Aerials Oldham do a brilliant job and are a very polite and professional company with a brilliant history of customer satisfaction judging by
the reviews thank you for fixing my tv aerial had no problems since

Jun 10, 2019by Dale Cummings on TV Aerials Oldham

New Tv Aerial

5 star job today lads 👍👍

Jun 10, 2019by Racheal Atkins on TV Aerials Oldham

Smart Tv Installation

Thanks for connecting my smart tv I can watch my Netflix now

Jun 10, 2019by Graham Gunningham on TV Aerials Oldham

Tv Aerial Installation

Did a fantastic job guys thank you
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Jun 10, 2019by Tommy Harper on TV Aerials Oldham

Satellite Extension

Thanks for fitting my new satellite extension works well

Jun 10, 2019by Jamie Dominy on TV Aerials Oldham

Sound Bar Installation

I couldn’t connect my sound bar to the television so I contacted gary at Aerials Oldham who came out in a couple of days and connected it
up in no time and as a little extra for me he also mounted the sound bar onto the tv bracket it looks ace thanks gary

Jun 10, 2019by Sam Cooper on TV Aerials Oldham

Tv Aerial Installation

Had a brilliant installation done by the lads today 👍

Page 1 of 13: « ‹ 1 2 3 › »
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ADI COMMUNICATIONS LTD

Contact Gary Anytime of day 
0800 0132341 
07860244274 

Email Now

REVIEWS

Sep 10, 2019by Fred.Spawforth on ADI Communications LTD

Inspection And Installation

Technician, Hepi, called on 8/8/19, assessed the job required very quickly, gave a price and I arranged for work to be carried out 2 weeks
later. Called prior to appointment on 20/8/19, did all aspects of job required, after having to change what had to be done due to problem in
bungalow, very efficiently with no mess. Very pleased with this man who was very professional and knew what he was doing and what we

needed. Tested all appliances to ensure there were no problems and left us very satisfied in him and his work.

Page 1 of 1533: « ‹ 1 2 3 › »
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BEST AERIAL INSTALLATIONS

AREAS COVERED BY TV AERIAL SERVICES

BEST TV AERIALS NEAR ME

Blackburn, Bradford, Bolton, Chester, Crewe, Darlington, Doncaster, Huddersfield, Harrogate, Hull, Halifax, Liverpool, Lincoln, Leeds, Manchester,
Nottingham, Preston, Sheffield, Sunderland, Warrington, Wakefield, Wigan, York

Home Of TV Aerials

Contact Me

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

Privacy Policy

CCTV Camera Installers

Digital TV Aerial News and Reviews

European Satellite

freesat satellite

HDMI Multi-room Distribution

TV Aerial Installation Reviews
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